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It all started with 

lHaj RABIE in the 

South of Luxor



CMI E-Hackathon - Friday night 

3:00 A.M ( UTC) -30 June 2020 

Where & when  

the dream started 

to grow...



Scarce water Low crop production Inaccurate 

information

on water quantity 

needed

to irrigate a specific 

crop

Overexploitation 

of available 

water  resources 

for irrigation

The problem



Smart dashboard for water management and 

analysis 

1st edition: allows the small and medium scale 

farms to be aware of their daily water 

consumption and receive alerts in case of 

abnormal usage of water

Connected to water pipelines and water meters 

available in two editions with its user-friendly 

interface and cloud services accessibility

2sd edition: provides analytics and open 

access to water supplies anywhere, reporting 

any wasted water and confronting unexpected 

faults in the pipeline system

OPTIMꝊꝊ is 



Connecting to water 

meter/pipelines with a 

sensor

Extracting data of water flow + 

comparing them to the database 

of crop profiles and needed water 

quantity

Sending alert message

Connecting the controller to a 

SIM card to connect to the 

internet, storing data in  a cloud 

service 

Follow up with the customer

Measuring dashboardInstallation Method Analytical dashboard

How OPTIMꝊꝊ works?



Small & medium scale 

Egyptian farmers 

Large scale farmers 

agricultural companies 

& organizations

e.g. SEKEM group, 

AYA start up

Whom is OPTIMꝊꝊ for?



Pilot customer
ALSORAT FARM 

(South –GIZA)

Farm Area and research 

space

Second customer

GIZA Farm

Neighbourhood)

1- Grass Area Irrigation

Agreed to work on dashboard system 

for rate of 500-600 L/hr and alert end 

user in case of over or under 

irrigation. Agreed to use this device 

for couple of days and justify its 

added value for user performance.

2- Farm Area irrigation 

modify the device to fit with diesel 

generator pumps to irrigate specific 

crop and use this device for 

counseling the farmer as they were 

really interested to get the right data 

to follow.

Left the product with the promise of 

payment after using it and verifying 

there are no problems ( Product to 

be sold in 15000 EGP one piece). 

OPTIMꝊꝊ’s current customers 



OPTIMꝊꝊ addresses a need not met by existing 

products 



”With 

OptiMꝊꝊ
get the best 

crops with the 

least amount of 

water”



Adapt it with your needs 

and it will capture all the 

audience attention.

Alaa 

SELIM 
Application engineer 

& IOT developer

(CEO )

Adapt it with your needs 

and it will capture all the 

audience attention.

Intissar 

ROUABHI

AAgronomy & 

Environment Engineer

(CPSO)

Mirna GHARBI DIT 

KACEM
Oceanographist & Business

developer

(COO)

Mohamma

d ASSAF
Environmental 

engineer 

(CMO)

Hayel 

ELSAIDY
Electrical engineer

(CMO )

Ayyaz 

AMEER
Mechanical engineer

(CTO )

OUR BRAINS 



THANK 

YOU



Promotional achievements 

Inji Amr Borai

Senior Advisor Market Access -

Agricultural Innovation 

Project- GIZ

Mentorship

Letter of Intents and 

survey emails

Features surveying

Published in E4C -AUB report

Injaz- Jordan – Incubation 

program

Promoted in the 4th Mediterranean 

water forum in Malta 


